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Abstract22

Large-amplitude waves near the electron plasma frequency are found by the Magneto-23

spheric Multiscale (MMS) mission near Earth’s magnetopause. The waves are identified24

as Langmuir and upper hybrid (UH) waves, with wave vectors either close to parallel or25

close to perpendicular to the background magnetic field. The waves are found all along26

the magnetopause equatorial plane, including both flanks and close to the subsolar point.27

The waves reach very large amplitudes, up to 1Vm−1, and are thus amongst the most in-28

tense electric fields observed at Earth’s magnetopause. In the magnetosphere and on the29

magnetospheric side of the magnetopause the waves are predominantly upper hybrid (UH)30

waves although Langmuir waves are also found. When the plasma is very weakly mag-31

netized only Langmuir waves are likely to be found. Both Langmuir and UH waves are32

shown to have electromagnetic components, which are consistent with predictions from ki-33

netic wave theory. These results show that the magnetopause and magnetosphere are often34

unstable to intense wave activity near the electron plasma frequency. These waves provide35

a possible source of radio emission at the magnetopause.36

1 Introduction37

Electron plasma frequency waves, specifically Langmuir and upper hybrid (UH)38

waves, are commonly observed in plasmas. Langmuir waves are narrowband electrostatic39

waves observed near the local electron plasma frequency f pe . Upper hybrid waves are40

quasi-electrostatic waves, which have frequencies close to the UH frequency fuh . It is41

well known that Langmuir and UH waves both lie on the same dispersion surface [Stix,42

1962; André, 1985], with Langmuir waves occurring for wave vectors closely aligned with43

the background magnetic field B0, while UH waves have wave vectors close to perpendic-44

ular to B0.45

Langmuir waves are commonly observed in the solar wind, planetary foreshocks,46

ionosphere auroral regions, and radiation belts. Langmuir waves are of particular impor-47

tance because they are sources of radio emission at the electron plasma frequency f pe and48

its harmonics, via the plasma emission mechanism. The plasma emission mechanism in-49

volves several steps: electron beams develop, the electron beams then generate Langmuir50

waves, and these Langmuir waves are converted to radio waves via linear and/or nonlin-51

ear processes. Various mechanisms have been proposed for the conversion of Langmuir52

waves to radio waves, including linear mode conversion [Field, 1956; Yin et al., 1998; Kim53
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et al., 2007], electromagnetic decay [Cairns, 1987], electrostatic decay and coalescence54

[Cairns, 1987], and antenna mechanisms [Malaspina et al., 2010]. There remains debate55

over which processes occur and when.56

Large-amplitude UH waves have been observed at Earth’s plasmapause [Kurth et al.,57

1979]. At the plasmapause UH waves (and the closely related Bernstein waves) are com-58

monly observed at density gradients, and are thought to be the source of nonthermal con-59

tinuum radiation [Kurth, 1982] observed in Earth’s magnetosphere [Gurnett, 1975]. UH60

waves can generate radio waves via linear mode conversion [Oya, 1971], nonlinear three-61

wave processes [Melrose, 1981], or both. Although the primary source of nonthermal con-62

tinuum radiation was found to be at the plasmapause, some observations suggest that the63

magnetopause may also be a source of radio wave emission [Kurth et al., 1981; Jones,64

1987]. Several studies have found that Langmuir and/or UH waves occur at the magne-65

topause [Gurnett et al., 1979; Anderson et al., 1982]. However, there is currently a lack of66

detailed studies on the properties of the waves near f pe at Earth’s magnetopause.67

Langmuir waves are well known to be generated by fast electron beams via the68

bump-on-tail (or beam-plasma) instability [Scarf et al., 1971]. These beams form in the69

solar wind (from the Sun or CME shocks) [Lin et al., 1981; Ergun et al., 1998] and at70

Earth’s quasi-perpendicular foreshock [Fitzenreiter et al., 1990]. Electron beams have also71

been observed at Earth’s magnetopause associated with magnetic reconnection [Graham72

et al., 2016; Wilder et al., 2016], potentially generating Langmuir or beam-mode waves.73

Upper hybrid (UH) waves can be generated by electron distributions with df /dv⊥ > 074

[Winglee and Dulk, 1986], such as ring, shell, or loss-cone distributions [Tataronis and75

Crawford, 1970; Kurth et al., 1980; Wong et al., 1988]. These distributions could occur76

near the magnetopause. Such electron distributions can also be produced by magnetic re-77

connection at the magnetopause [Graham et al., 2016]. Thus, magnetic reconnection at78

Earth’s magnetopause provides a source of Langmuir and UH waves. Previous observa-79

tions show that Langmuir and UH waves can develop in magnetic reconnection separatri-80

ces [Farrell et al., 2002; Farrell et al., 2003; Khotyaintsev et al., 2004; Vaivads et al., 2004;81

Retinò et al., 2006; Viberg et al., 2013] and close to the electron diffusion region [Graham82

et al., 2017].83

At present there is a lack of detailed investigations of the properties of Langmuir84

and UH waves at Earth’s magnetopause. In this paper we investigate the properties of85
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large-amplitude waves near the electron plasma frequency observed by the Magnetospheric86

Multiscale (MMS) mission [Burch et al., 2016]. The outline of this paper is as follows:87

In section 2 we present the wave properties predicted for the dispersion surfaces near the88

electron plasma frequency f pe using kinetic theory. In section 3 we provide an overview89

of the MMS data used. Sections 4, 5, and 6 present the observations, discussion, and con-90

clusions of this paper, respectively.91

2 Theory92

In this section we briefly review the linear kinetic theory of the waves near the elec-93

tron plasma frequency f pe . For a single Maxwellian electron distribution three dispersion94

surfaces are predicted near f pe (the magnetoionic modes in cold plasma theory) [Stix,95

1962]. In Figures 1–3 we plot these three dispersion surfaces using the WHAMP (Waves96

in Homogeneous, Anisotropic, Multicomponent Plasmas) dispersion equation solver [Rön-97

nmark, 1982]. We use a single electron Maxwellian distribution and nominal magneto-98

spheric conditions: Electron density ne = 0.5 cm−3, electron temperature Te = 200 eV, and99

magnetic field strength B0 = 50 nT. The ratio of f pe to electron cyclotron frequency fce100

is f pe/ fce = 4.5 for these conditions. For all events in this paper f pe > fce so only the101

Langmuir and L-mode dispersion relations cross for parallel propagation [André, 1985].102

(The whistler mode below fce does not connect with the Langmuir wave and is not con-103

sidered in detail here.)104

Figure 1 shows the Langmuir/Z mode and UH dispersion surface, Figure 2 shows105

the left-hand electromagnetic-ordinary (L-O) mode dispersion surface, and Figure 3 shows106

the right-hand electromagnetic-extraordinary (R-X) mode dispersion surface [André, 1985].107

For each of these surfaces we plot the fraction of perpendicular electric field power to to-108

tal electric field power FE = E2
⊥/E2 (panels a), fraction of perpendicular magnetic field109

power to total magnetic field power FB = B2
⊥/B2 (panels b), c|B|/|E| (panels c), fraction110

of parallel to total Poynting flux S‖/S (panels d), ellipticity of the electric field E with111

respect to the background magnetic field B0 (panels e), and ellipticity of the fluctuating112

magnetic field B with respect to B0 (panels f). We have plotted these properties because,113

assuming magnetic field B fluctuations can be seen, all these parameters are straightfor-114

ward to calculate from observations without a priori knowledge of the wave vector k di-115

rection. Computing these parameters enables the mode to be identified in observations.116
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Figure 1. Langmuir/Z-mode and upper hybrid dispersion surface. (a) FE . (b) FB . (c) c|B|/|E|. (d) S‖/S.

(e) Ellipticity of E. (f) Ellipticity of B. The dispersion surface is computed from a single electron Maxwellian

distribution for parameters ne = 0.5 cm−3, Te = 200 eV, and B0 = 50 nT. The wave numbers k are normalized

to the Debye length λD .

117

118

119

120

The Langmuir/Z-mode and UH dispersion surface consists of the generalized Langmuir/Z-121

mode wave for k closely aligned with B0. For large wave numbers k, the wave is ap-122

proximately electrostatic, while at low k the wave is electromagnetic and left-hand cir-123

cularly polarized. The mode switches from Langmuir-like to Z-mode-like at wave number124

k∗λD = ve/(c
√
2)(1 + f pe/ fce )−1/2, which also corresponds to the window where mode125

conversion between the Langmuir/Z-mode and O mode occurs [Ellis, 1956; Yoon et al.,126

1998]. Here, ve =
√
2kBTe/me is the electron thermal speed. The cutoff of the Z-mode127

occurs at frequency f = (
√

f 2ce + 4 f 2pe − fce )/2 as k → 0. For k approximately per-128

pendicular to B0 the dispersion relation is the generalized UH wave. At low k the wave129

is the left-hand polarized Z-mode (sometimes called the slow extraordinary mode). For130

moderate values of k the mode follows the UH dispersion relation and crosses the UH res-131

onance frequency fuh =
√

f 2pe + f 2ce for finite Te due to thermal effects. For large k the132

frequency f peaks and as k is increased f decreases to the nearest harmonic of fce . Here133

the mode is Bernstein-like, and only develops in kinetic plasma theory. In this paper we134

will investigate large-amplitude non-thermal waves near f pe , so the observed waveforms135

will likely lie on this dispersion surface.136
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Figure 2. L-O mode dispersion surface. (a) FE . (b) FB . (c) c|B|/|E|. (d) S‖/S. (e) Ellipticity of E. (f)

Ellipticity of B.

137

138

Figure 2 shows the L-O dispersion surface. For k along B0 and small k the wave is139

Langmuir like until k∗, where the mode connects with the electromagnetic left-hand polar-140

ized L mode. For k approximately perpendicular to B0 the dispersion surface corresponds141

to the electromagnetic O mode. This surface has a cutoff at f = f pe . The uppermost dis-142

persion surface (Figure 3) shows the electromagnetic right-hand polarized R mode wave143

for k along B0. For k approximately perpendicular to B0 the X mode wave is found. This144

dispersion surface has a cutoff of f = (
√

f 2ce + 4 f 2pe + fce )/2.145

Below we summarize the electromagnetic properties of the dispersion surfaces based148

on the parameters plotted in Figures 1–3:149

(1) From each panel (a) we see that FE changes significantly between dispersion150

surfaces and depends strongly on the direction of k. For the Langmuir wave and O mode151

wave FE ∼ 0, corresponding to E aligned with B0. The remaining modes are characterized152

by FE ∼ 1, meaning E is approximately perpendicular to B0. Note that intermediate values153

of FE are only found for oblique k and FE ∼ 0 does not occur on the R-X surface.154

(2) Panels (b) show FB for each dispersion surface. For k‖ � k⊥, FB ∼ 1 for all155

dispersion surfaces; for k⊥ � k‖ , FB ∼ 0 for the Langmuir/UH and R-X surfaces, while156

FB ∼ 1 for the L-O surface. Note that FB remains large for all k on the L-O surface.157
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Figure 3. R-X mode dispersion surface. (a) FE . (b) FB . (c) c|B|/|E|. (d) S‖/S. (e) Ellipticity of E. (f)

Ellipticity of B.

146

147

(3) Panels (c) show c|B|/|E|, where c|B|/|E| → 0 corresponds to purely electrostatic158

waves, while c|B|/|E| = 1 indicates freely propagating electromagnetic waves. Both the159

L-O and R-X waves approach c|B|/|E| = 1 at large k. In contrast, for Langmuir and UH160

waves c|B|/|E| is maximal for small k, close to where the transition from the Z-mode to161

Langmuir and UH waves occurs. For UH waves c|B|/|E| remains finite over a range of k,162

but decreases in the Bernstein-like portion of the mode at large k⊥. For Langmuir waves163

c|B|/|E| is negligible for k⊥ = 0, although finite c |B|/|E| is predicted for Langmuir waves164

with slightly oblique k.165

(4) Panels (d) show the ratio S‖/S of the parallel to total Poynting flux. For the166

quasi-electrostatic Langmuir and UH waves S‖/S = 0, while for large k⊥, S‖/S = 1 for the167

Bernstein-like part of the dispersion surface in Figure 1. For the electromagnetic waves168

aligned with B0, S‖/S = 1, while S‖/S = 0 for the O and X modes with k⊥ � k ‖ .169

(5) Panels (e) show the ellipticity of E computed from the components of E perpen-170

dicular to B0. For Langmuir and UH waves the ellipticity is ≈ 0 (linear polarization). At171

low k (Z mode) the ellipticity is −1, corresponding to left-hand circular polarization. The172

L-O surface is characterized by left-hand polarization, and the R-X surface has right-hand173

polarization, with the X mode having linear polarization for large k⊥.174
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(6) Panels (f) show the ellipticity of B. In general, the ellipticity of B closely re-175

sembles the ellipticity of E. The only major difference between the two is found on the176

Langmuir/UH dispersion surface. For Langmuir and UH waves right-hand polarized B is177

predicted, while for E the ellipticity is approximately 0 (linear polarization) for the same178

k. Note that for UH waves FB ≈ 0, so B is approximately parallel to B0. For the param-179

eters used in Figure 1 the polarization of B is elliptical. Model calculations (not shown)180

show that the ellipticity of B depends on f pe/ fce , with the ellipticity of B approaching 1181

for k ‖ � k⊥ as f pe/ fce approaches 1. For large f pe/ fce the ellipticity of B approaches 0182

at moderate k.183

We note that these plots show that the Langmuir wave, typically assumed to be a184

purely electrostatic wave, can have an electromagnetic component. Specifically, for slightly185

oblique k there is a region of the dispersion surface where FE ∼ 0, FB ∼ 1, right-hand po-186

larization of B, and non-negligible c |B/|E|. Therefore, in theory, it is possible to measure187

the electromagnetic signatures associated with Langmuir waves.188

In addition to these modes, electron Bernstein waves are predicted in a kinetic plasma189

[Bernstein, 1958]. These waves are found for wave vectors k close to perpendicular to B0.190

For f < f pe the Bernstein modes are bounded by harmonics of fce , while for f > f pe191

the waves are found just above harmonics of fce [André, 1985]. When electron beams192

are present the beam mode wave ω ≈ kvb can be excited, where vb is the electron beam193

speed, which for fast electron beams has a dispersion relation characterized by a roughly194

linear increase in ω with k, until ωpe is approached, at which point ω only increases195

slowly with k.196

Finally, we note that a single Maxwellian distribution is highly idealized and is un-197

likely to be observed at Earth’s magnetopause (or in any collisionless plasma), and more198

complex electron distributions will modify the linear dispersion relations of Langmuir and199

UH waves. However, the properties shown in Figure 1 are generally only weakly modi-200

fied, so they can be compared with observations. Appendix A: shows an example of the201

Langmuir and UH wave properties for an electron distribution with distinct hot and cold202

components.203
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3 MMS Data204

We use data from the MMS spacecraft [Burch et al., 2016]. The four MMS space-205

craft orbit Earth in a tetrahedral configuration. In this paper we investigate data from206

phases 1a and 1b of the MMS mission; the two magnetopause science phases. Over these207

phases the inter-spacecraft separations ranged from ∼ 100 km down to ∼ 5 km. We use208

three-dimensional electric field data from electric field double probes (EDP) [Lindqvist209

et al., 2016; Ergun et al., 2016], magnetic field data from fluxgate magnetometer (FGM)210

[Russell et al., 2016] and search-coil magnetometer (SCM) [Le Contel et al., 2016], and211

particle data from fast plasma investigation (FPI) [Pollock et al., 2016]. All data presented212

in this paper are from high-resolution burst mode intervals. To analyze the waves at the213

plasma frequency we use the high-frequency AC coupled electric field (termed hmfe data).214

These data typically have a sampling rate of 65.536 kHz; a small fraction of the data have215

a sampling rate of 131.072 kHz. For the typical sampling rate we expect waves at the lo-216

cal electron plasma frequency f pe . 32 kHz to be resolved for electron number densities217

ne . 13 cm−3. These hmfe data are measured intermittently over burst mode intervals with218

median durations of 2 s. The high-frequency SCM data are sampled at 16.384 kHz over219

the same intervals as the hmfe data. Thus, for SCM data ne . 0.8 cm−3 is required to re-220

solve f pe . 8 kHz, restricting the investigation of the electromagnetic properties of the221

waves to the magnetosphere and magnetospheric side of the magnetopause, where densi-222

ties are low.223

In this paper we define a wave event as an interval of hmfe data (median duration of224

2 s) with large-amplitude waves near f pe . Thus, a single burst mode interval (composed225

of multiple hmfe data intervals) can contain multiple wave events. To find wave events we226

use a semi-automated routine and the following criteria:227

(1) Burst mode B0 data from FGM and particle (specifically electron) moments are228

available, and f pe calculated from the median ne over the wave event time interval is be-229

low the Nyquist frequency of the electric field data.230

(2) The maximum wave amplitude high-pass filtered above f pe/1.5 is over 20mVm−1231

(our ad hoc definition of large amplitude).232
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(3) Waves with very broadband spectra, such as fast moving electrostatic solitary233

waves or broadband electrostatic turbulence, which can lead to large fields near f pe but no234

well defined spectral peak near f pe have been removed from the dataset.235

Despite criterion (2) being seemingly strict we still identify a total of ∼9000 wave236

events from the four spacecraft. The number of wave events are comparable on each space-237

craft. This number of wave events corresponds to about 2.3% of the hmfe intervals satis-238

fying criterion (1). This percentage will increase for lower threshold electric field strengths.239

Thus, we can therefore conclude that large-amplitude plasma frequency waves are com-240

mon at the magnetopause.241

The use of MMS burst mode data introduces a number of selection biases, which242

are important when considering the statistical results presented in the next section. Of par-243

ticular importance are:244

(1) The burst mode intervals are selected by the Scientist In The Loop (SITL) dur-245

ing the magnetopause Regions of Interest (ROIs) lasting about 12 hours. As a result al-246

most all wave events are found at distances between 9RE and 12RE from Earth, where247

RE is Earth’s radius. Since MMS is focused on observing magnetic reconnection, the248

burst mode intervals telemetered to Earth were selected based on how interesting they249

appear (based on low-resolution data) and the likelihood of magnetic reconnection occur-250

ring nearby. Thus, selections are biased toward high-shear magnetopause crossings, i.e.,251

when the magnetosheath magnetic field is southward. Most burst mode intervals were252

selected at magnetopause crossings. Other burst mode intervals include regions at the253

magnetopause flanks (possibly unstable to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability), the turbulent254

magnetosheath, and Earth’s bowshock and foreshock. Burst mode intervals in the magne-255

tosphere far from the magnetopause are uncommon.256

(2) The typical Nyquist frequency of the electric field data usually prohibits inves-257

tigation of waves at the plasma frequency f pe & 32 kHz when ne & 13 cm−3, which is258

lower than the typical magnetosheath density. Therefore, plasma frequency waves are un-259

likely to be seen in the magnetosheath.260

These selection biases mean that the waves we investigate are predominantly found261

in the magnetosphere close to the magnetopause. A smaller group of wave events is found262
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in the electron foreshock, where the density is low enough to resolve f pe in the hmfe263

data.264

4 Observations265

In this section we present examples of the types of waves found and the statistical266

results from our dataset, focusing on both the electrostatic and electromagnetic properties267

of the waves. We transform the three-dimensional electric field E into field-aligned coor-268

dinates, where E‖ is aligned with B0, E⊥1 is perpendicular to B0 in the B0 × (X × B0)269

direction, where X is the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) X direction, and E⊥2270

is also perpendicular to B0 and completes the right-handed coordinate system. We use the271

same coordinate transformation for the magnetic field fluctuations B.272

4.1 Wave examples273

4.1.1 Langmuir waves274

We present some of the waveforms seen by MMS near the magnetopause. As the275

first example, Figure 4 shows Langmuir waves observed by MMS3 and MMS4 on 2017276

January 10. The spacecraft were located at [10.3, -3.8, -0.5] RE in GSM coordinates,277

close to the subsolar point. The waves are found at the magnetopause, where ne has in-278

creased above magnetospheric values. The waves observed by MMS3, shown in Fig-279

ures 4a–4c, are the most intense waves observed in our dataset, with peak amplitude of280

E‖ ≈ 1Vm−1, where E‖ is the electric field parallel to B0. For these waves E‖ � E⊥,281

where E⊥ is the electric field perpendicular to B0. MMS3 and MMS4, which were sep-282

arated by ∼ 6 km, both observed two localized waveforms. The waveforms of E‖ ob-283

served by MMS3 have approximately Gaussian profiles. Similar waveforms observed in284

the solar wind and at Earth’s foreshock were interpreted as Langmuir eigenmodes of den-285

sity cavities [Ergun et al., 2008; Graham and Cairns, 2013a]. The eigenmode model ac-286

counts for the highly localized structure of the waveforms and the Gaussian profiles, i.e.,287

Eenv ≈ E0 exp (−r2/2l2), where Eenv is the electric field envelope function. If we assume288

that the Langmuir waves are convected past the spacecraft at the ion bulk speed, we esti-289

mate the length scale of the wave packets observed by MMS3 to be l ≈ 20 λD .290

The waveforms observed by MMS4 are also localized; Figure 4g shows a more com-291

plicated waveform, while Figure 4h shows a Gaussian-like waveform, similar to MMS3.292
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Although the Langmuir waves were observed by MMS3 and MMS4 at similar times there293

is no clear evidence that these are the same waveforms observed at different locations and294

times.295

Figure 4. Langmuir waves observed by MMS3 [panels (a)–(e)] and MMS4 [panels (f)–(j)] on 2017 Jan-

uary 10. (a) E in field-aligned coordinates. (b) and (c) E of the two waveforms in (a). (d) and (e) Power

spectra of E in (b) and (c). The red dotted lines indicate fpe . Panels (f)–(j) Langmuir waves observed by

MMS4 in the same format as (a)–(e). (k) and (l) Electron phase-space densities fe with error bars at pitch

angles θ = 0◦ (black), 90◦ (red), and 180◦ (blue) observed by MMS3 and MMS4, respectively, around

the time the Langmuir waves are observed. (m) Dispersion relation (black) and growth rate (red) predicted

by a two-Maxwellian fit to the distribution in (k). For the background distribution we use ne = 3.3 cm−3 and

Te = 50 eV, and for the beam we use nb = 1×10−2 cm−3, Tb = 200 eV, and beam speed vb = 2.3×104 km s−1

(1.5 keV). The dotted line indicates the electron beam speed.

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

303

304

The power spectra of E for the four waveforms are shown in Figures 4d–4e and 4g–305

4h. In each case the power has a very narrow peak just above f pe calculated from ne306

measured by FPI. The difference between the predicted f pe and frequency of peak power307
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is about 1 kHz, suggesting that the measured ne is fairly reliable here. The finite width of308

the spectral peak is due to highly localized waveform. These observations are consistent309

with the waveforms being Langmuir waves.310

Figures 4k and 4l show electron phase-space densities fe at pitch angles θ = 0◦,311

90◦, and 180◦ measured by MMS3 and MMS4 when the Langmuir waves are observed.312

Evidence for beam and plateau-like distributions are found near energies E ∼ 1 keV, at313

θ = 180◦. Therefore, the source of the Langmuir waves is likely the usual bump-on-tail314

instability. Figure 4k shows evidence of dfe/dv‖ > 0 at θ = 180◦, suggesting an unstable315

electron distribution. Figure 4m shows the dispersion relation and growth rate based on a316

simple two-Maxwellian fit to the distribution in Figure 4k. The unstable mode is predicted317

to be the Langmuir wave, and has a positive growth rate due to the bump-on-tail instabil-318

ity.319

In Figure 5 we plot three examples of the types of Langmuir-like waves we observe325

near the magnetopause in our dataset. In each case E‖ � E⊥, corresponding to FE ≈ 0 in326

Figure 1a. Figures 5a–5c show an example of a very narrowband Langmuir wave observed327

by MMS1. The wave amplitude varies significantly over the two second interval. There328

are no highly localized waveforms, like those observed in Figure 4. Figures 5d–5f show329

a Langmuir wave with significantly broader spectral peak near f pe . Figure 5e shows that330

the wave frequencies tend to change with position, resulting in a broader spectral peak.331

Figures 5g–5i shows a relatively broadband Langmuir-like wave. The power peaks at f pe .332

Figures 5g and 5h show that the amplitudes vary rapidly with time. The fluctuations are333

approximately sinusoidal, so the wide spectral peak is due to the rapid variations in the334

wave amplitude, i.e., a rapidly changing envelope function.335

Figure 5 shows that lower-frequency waves can be observed simultaneously with the336

Langmuir waves. In Figures 5a–5c the four lowest Bernstein waves E⊥ � E‖ are ob-337

served. These Bernstein waves have peak frequencies just above the harmonics of fce . In338

Figures 5g–5i we observe electromagnetic whistler waves with E⊥ � E‖ . The whistler339

waves have peak frequencies centered around 500Hz. The Langmuir-like waveforms are340

modulated by the electric field of the whistler waves. These Langmuir-like waves have341

been reported previously near the dayside magnetopause [Reinleitner et al., 1982, 1983;342

Gurnett and Reinleitner, 1983], and are frequently observed in our survey. In Figures343

5d–5f we observe low-amplitude broadband electrostatic fluctuations below f pe . Fig-344
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Figure 5. Three examples of Langmuir-like waves observed by MMS1 on 2016 September 27 [panels (a)–

(c)], MMS2 on 2015 December 14 [panels (d)–(f)], and MMS4 on 2015 September 09 [panels (g)–(i)]. (a)

E in field-aligned coordinates. (b) Spectrogram of E (the black line indicates fpe and the blue line indicates

fce). (c) Power spectra of E⊥ (black) and E‖ (red) over the wave event. (d)–(f) and (g)–(i) are in the same

format as (a)–(c).
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ure 5 shows that lower-frequency waves can be observed simultaneously with Langmuir-345

like waves, and that the spectral width of the Langmuir-like waves is quite variable. The346

broader spectral peak waves may correspond to beam-mode waves, rather than Langmuir347

waves.348

We now investigate the electromagnetic properties of Langmuir waves. In some rare349

cases we see B associated with Langmuir waves near the magnetopause. Figure 6 shows350

two examples of Langmuir waves where B fluctuations are observed above the SCM noise351

floor.352

Figures 6a–6g shows a wave event observed on 2016 October 13 by MMS1, which361

was located at [4.3, 9.9,−4.6] RE (GSM) in a region of density depletion. For this event362

ne = 0.07 cm−3 and f pe/ fce = 1.6. At the beginning of the event we observe Langmuir363

waves with E‖ � E⊥, corresponding to FE ≈ 0. UH waves are observed toward the end364

of the wave event with E⊥ � E‖ (Figure 6a), corresponding to FE ≈ 1. Figure 6b shows365

that the Langmuir waves have frequency f ≈ f pe . The UH waves have frequency above366

fuh , and between 2 fce and 3 fce . Figure 6c shows a slight enhancement of B⊥ above the367

noise floor when E‖ is maximal. Figure 6d shows that B has frequency equal to E‖ . This368

suggests that the Langmuir waves have a finite, but small, k⊥, based on Figure 1d. We369

also observe weak B associated with the UH waves, primarily parallel to B0. Therefore,370

for this wave event the Langmuir and UH waves have weak electromagnetic components.371

In Figure 6e we compute the ellipticity of B. For the Langmuir waves B is right-372

hand polarized, consistent with Figure 1f. For the UH waves the ellipticity of B is close373

to 0 (linear polarization); however, B⊥ is small compared with the SCM noise, so the el-374

lipticity of B is questionable for the UH waves. In Figure 6f we plot the spectrogram of375

c|B|/|E|. We find that c|B|/|E| ∼ 10−2 − 10−1 for both the Langmuir and UH waves.376

These values are in good agreement with theoretical predictions for f pe/ fce = 1.6 (not377

shown).378

The second event (Figures 6h–6n) is a Langmuir wave observed by MMS2 on 2016379

October 16 in the magnetosphere. The Langmuir waves reach large amplitudes, over 100mVm−1.380

The waves have E‖ � E⊥ (Figures 6i and 6n) and a narrow spectral peak just below381

6 kHz. For this event the spectral peak is about 1 kHz below the predicted f pe , show-382

ing that the measured ne may be overestimated. Assuming the spectral peak corresponds383

to f pe , we estimate f pe/ fce ≈ 7.7, so the plasma is more weakly magnetized than the384
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Figure 6. Two examples of E and B of Langmuir waves observed MMS1 on 2016 October 13 [panels (a)–

(g)] and by MMS2 on 2016 October 16 [panels (h)–(n)]. (a) E in field-aligned coordinates. (b) Spectrogram

of E. (c) B in field-aligned coordinates. We use a narrow bandpass filter that includes both the Langmuir and

UH waves. (d) Spectrogram of B. (e) Spectrogram of the ellipticity of B. (f) Spectrogram of c|B|/|E|. The

black and magenta dashed lines in panels (b) and (d)–(f) indicate fpe and fuh , respectively. (g) Power spectra

of perpendicular and parallel components of E (black and red lines) and B (green and blue lines) over the

wave event (dashed cyan lines indicate n fce and the magenta dashed line indicates fuh ). Panels (h)–(n) are in

the same format as (a)–(g).
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event in Figures 6a–6g. Figures 6j and 6k show that there is a slight enhancement in B at385

the Langmuir wave frequency. For this event the ellipticity of B is not clear because B is386

small compared with the SCM noise level (Figure 6m). Figure 6n shows that c|B|/|E| .387

10−2, meaning the waves have a weaker electromagnetic component that the event in Fig-388

ures 6a–6g, but consistent with Figure 1c. Thus, the electromagnetic Langmuir wave prop-389

erties, when detected, are consistent with predictions from kinetic theory.390

4.1.2 Upper hybrid waves391

We now present some examples of UH waves observed near Earth’s magnetopause.392

Figure 7 shows four UH wave events. Figure 7 shows the waveforms of E, the spectro-393

gram of E, and ellipticity of E for four wave events. All four events are characterized by394

E⊥ � E‖ and the peak power is close to the predicted UH frequency fuh . In each case395

the polarization of E exhibits both right and left-hand polarization, although on average396

the polarization is close to 0 (linear), as expected from Figure 1e for moderate to large k⊥397

UH waves. The polarizations of E are inconsistent with low-k Z mode waves and the left-398

and right-hand polarized electromagnetic waves. We note that left-hand and right-hand po-399

larizations, as well as polarization reversals, in E can simply result from the superposition400

of waves with different k.401

Figures 7a–7c show an example of UH wave activity close to the density gradient of408

the magnetopause. The density gradient is seen as the increase in fuh toward the end of409

the wave event (Figure 7b). Figure 7a show that E is bursty, with very rapid fluctuations410

in |E|. The most intense wave power is found just above fuh and below 6 fce . In addition411

to the UH waves we observe electron Bernstein waves both above and below fuh . Below412

fuh the Bernstein waves have peak power at frequencies just below the fce harmonics,413

while above fuh the Bernstein waves are more broadband with peak powers near (n +414

1/2) fce . Figure 7b shows that the UH and Bernstein waves are unable to penetrate the415

density gradient. When fuh starts to increase the UH and Bernstein wave activity is no416

longer observed. We also observe right-hand polarized whistler waves (Figures 7b–7c) at417

f = 1.2 kHz (or f / fce = 0.7) over the same interval as the UH and Bernstein waves.418

The wave event in Figures 7d–7f is a highly localized UH wave, with peak ampli-419

tude of ≈ 120mVm−1. The waveform develops in a density cavity (where fuh ≈ 8 fce is420

minimal). The wave power peaks near the local fuh ≈ 8 fce . Two well-defined spectral421
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Figure 7. Four examples of UH waves observed at Earth’s magnetopause by MMS1 on 2016 December 22

[panels (a)–(c)], MMS1 on 2015 December 22 [panels (d)–(f)], MMS1 on 2016 November 18 [panels (g)–(i)],

and MMS3 on 2015 December 02 [panels (j)–(l)]. (a) E in field-aligned coordinates, (b) Spectrogram of E,

and (c) Ellipticity of E (+1 is right-hand circularly polarized, −1 left-hand circularly polarized). The cyan

lines in panels (b) and (c) are the harmonics n fce of the electron cyclotron frequency fce and the magenta

line is fuh . Panels (c)–(e), (f)–(h), and (i)–(k) present the same quantities as (a)–(c).
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peaks occur near fuh separated by 460Hz (see Appendix B: ), which cannot be resolved422

in Figure 7e. Although the waveform is highly localized, low-amplitude waves near fuh423

persist throughout the wave event. We only observe Bernstein waves just above and just424

below fuh , in contrast the event in Figures 7a–7c, where all Bernstein waves below fuh425

are found.426

The third UH wave event, shown in Figures 7g–7i, is observed at the magnetopause427

density gradient where there is a rapid increase in fuh (Figure 7h). Unlike the event in428

Figures 7a–7c the density gradient does not arrest wave activity. Rather, the UH waves429

increase in frequency so the wave power has frequencies above the local fuh . Figure 7h430

shows that the changes in frequency are discrete across the density gradient, rather than431

smoothly increasing with fuh . The wave powers have peaks at frequencies just above the432

harmonics of fce . Thus, the frequency splitting is approximately equal to fce . The wave433

frequencies range from just above 12 fce to just above 18 fce . For the UH dispersion sur-434

face the cutoff and fuh change smoothly with ne , so the discrete frequencies are unlikely435

to be explained by low k waves (or magnetoionic or fluid wave theories). This suggests436

that the waves are behaving like Bernstein waves (UH waves at large k), where the min-437

imum frequency is determined by fce , meaning that kinetic effects are needed to explain438

the observed wave behavior. Because of the density gradient it is unclear if the waves lie439

on the UH dispersion surface or the electron Bernstein dispersion surface just above it.440

Figures 7g and 7h show that the wave amplitude peaks within a local density cavity. This441

could be the result of UH eigenmodes of a density cavity. This wave event shows that the442

density changes play an important role in determining the wave behavior.443

The final UH wave event, shown in Figures 7j–7l, occurs over an interval where fuh444

(and ne) are approximately uniform. Large-amplitude bursty E are observed over an ex-445

tended period of time (Figure 7j), similar to the event observed in Figures 7a–7c. The446

wave power peaks just above fuh and below 5 fce . We observe electron Bernstein waves447

only above 5 fce and near 4 fce , close to fuh . This is similar to the event in Figures 7d–448

7f, without the density changes. We also observe whistler waves (Figures 7k and 7l) over449

the entire wave event at f ≈ 600 Hz (or f / fce ≈ 0.6).450

From the results in Figure 7 we can conclude:451

(1) UH waves are observed near fuh , although often not exactly at fuh as expected452

from Figure 1. UH waves are often accompanied by electron Bernstein waves. The rela-453
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tive amplitudes of the different Bernstein waves, and which ones are observed, is highly454

variable. In some cases all possible Bernstein modes with frequencies below fuh can be455

excited, whereas in other cases Bernstein waves are only seen near fuh .456

(2) The magnetopause density gradient plays an important role in determining the457

UH wave behavior. In some cases UH wave activity does not penetrate density gradients,458

while in other cases the density gradient forces the UH waves to change frequencies dis-459

cretely by fce . In some cases the wave amplitude peaks in local density cavities, suggest-460

ing that the UH waves could be at least partially trapped.461

(3) In some cases the UH and Bernstein waves are colocated with whistler waves (in462

other cases no whistler waves are observed). This may suggest that the unstable electron463

distributions producing UH and Bernstein waves are also unstable to whistler emission,464

e.g., instabilities associated with the perpendicular temperature anisotropy of hot magneto-465

spheric electrons.466

We now investigate the electromagnetic properties of UH waves observed near the467

magnetopause. Figure 8 shows two examples of the UH waves where B is clearly ob-468

served above the SCM noise floor. Figures 8a–8g show an UH wave observed near the469

magnetopause by MMS2 on 2016 November 14. No Bernstein waves are observed at this470

time. Figure 8a shows that E⊥ � E‖ , like the UH waves in Figure 7. The wave has fre-471

quency just below fuh ≈ f pe estimated from FPI electron moments, and just above 7 fce472

(Figures 8b and 8g). Figures 8c and 8d show that the B fluctuations develop at the same473

time as the largest E. The magnetic field fluctuations are closely aligned with B0, i.e.,474

B‖ � B⊥ (corresponding to FB ≈ 0). The fact that B‖ � B⊥ means that k⊥ � k ‖ ,475

as expected for UH waves. The observed E and B are consistent with Figures 1a and 1b.476

Figure 8e shows that S‖/S typically remains close to 0 as predicted by Figure 1d. Figure477

8f shows that c|B|/|E| ∼ 10−2 − 10−1. This suggests that the waves have k⊥ corresponding478

to the region where f peaks, i.e., where the group speed vg is close to zero. The observed479

c|B|/|E| is too small for the waves to be Z-mode; the maximum predicted c|B|/|E| along480

k⊥ for the Z-mode is 0.2 for the local plasma conditions.481

The second UH wave example (Figures 8h–8n) is observed near the magnetopause489

by MMS4 on 2016 December 23. For this example the plasma is more strongly magne-490

tized. The waves have frequency just above fuh and just below 3 fce (Figures 8i and 8n).491

We also observe Bernstein waves between fce and 2 fce and whistler waves below fce492
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Figure 8. Two examples of E and B of UH waves observed by MMS2 on 2016 November 14 [panels (a)–

(g)] and by MMS4 on 2016 December 23 [panels (h)–(n)]. (a) E in field-aligned coordinates. (b) Spectrogram

of E. (c) B in field-aligned coordinates. (d) Spectrogram of B. (e) Spectrogram of S‖/S. (f) Spectrogram

of c|B|/|E|. The magenta line in panels (b) and (d)–(f) indicates fuh . (g) Power spectra of perpendicular

and parallel components of E (black and red lines) and B (green and blue lines) over the wave event (dashed

cyan lines indicate n fce and the magenta dashed line indicates fuh ). Panels (h)–(n) are in the same format as

(a)–(g).
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(Figure 8n). Like the previous example, E⊥ � E‖ and B‖ � B⊥ for the UH wave. No B493

is observed for the Bernstein wave, although its amplitude is small. Figure 8l shows that494

S‖/S ∼ 0, consistent with UH waves. Figure 8m shows that c|B|/|E| ∼ 10−1, with several495

regions where c|B|/|E| > 10−1. Thus, this wave event is more electromagnetic than the496

event in Figures 8a–8g. The predicted peak in c|B|/|E| for k perpendicular to B0 is 0.39497

for the local plasma conditions. We also note that the variations in E and B differ (Figures498

8h and 8i), meaning that c|B|/|E| varies with position or time. This is most evident by499

comparing the left-hand side of the waveform, where E ∼ 20mVm−1 and B is negligible,500

with the right-hand side of the waveform, where E is also ∼ 20mVm−1 and B reached501

≈ 0.01 nT. This suggests that k could vary significantly with time or position (possibly502

leading to mode conversion). The values of c |B|/|E| are smaller than the maximum for503

the Z-mode, corresponding to large k⊥. Thus, the waves are consistent with UH waves,504

rather than Z-mode waves.505

Figure 8i also shows broadband E activity (above the noise floor) above fuh and506

below 2 fuh , seen most clearly at ∼ 7 kHz. This is consistent with radio emission, and pos-507

sibly nonthermal continuum radiation. Since the most intense broadband wave activity is508

neither observed at fuh nor 2 fuh , the radio emission is probably not locally generated.509

The polarization analysis of E shows that the waves are predominantly right-hand polar-510

ized, suggestive of X-mode emission (Figure 3).511

4.2 Statistical results512

In this subsection we present the statistical results of the high-frequency waveforms,513

focusing on where the waveforms are observed, their electric field properties, and the514

properties of their electromagnetic components.515

4.2.1 Wave event locations516

The locations of the wave events, detailed in section 3, are shown in Figure 9. We517

divide the wave events into two groups: those observed at the magnetopause and in the518

magnetosphere (red points) and those found in the foreshock (blue points). We define the519

foreshock events to be those satisfying either (1) Vi,x < −200 km s−1, |B| < 20 nT, and520

√
Y 2 + Z2 < 8RE , or (2) dMP > 2RE and

√
Y 2 + Z2 < 8RE , where dMP is the estimated521

distance of the wave event (detailed below) from the magnetopause (Figure 9d). These cri-522
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teria were selected to minimize the number of false positives. We assume the remaining523

wave events correspond to the magnetopause and the magnetosphere, based on the selec-524

tion biases outlined in section 3. We find 493 events at the foreshock and 8344 events at525

the magnetopause and in the magnetosphere, based on the above criteria. As a result of526

MMS’s 12RE apogee the foreshock waves are observed very close to the bowshock for527

higher than usual solar wind dynamic pressure (∼ 2 nPa at 1 AU).528

Figures 9a shows the wave event positions in the X–Y plane in GSM coordinates.529

The wave events are found all along the magnetopause, including the subsolar point and530

both flanks. Figures 9c shows the wave event positions in the Y–Z plane in GSM coor-531

dinates. Overall, the large-amplitude (> 20mVm−1) high-frequency waves occur at all532

regions along the magnetopause covered by MMS’s orbit.533

We now investigate statistically how close the waves are to the magnetopause. To es-541

timate the magnetopause location we use the Shue et al. [1998] model [equations (10) and542

(11)], using the solar wind Bz (GSM) and dynamic pressure Dp from the OMNI database.543

For each wave event we then calculate the minimum distance dMP of the wave event to544

the predicted magnetopause using the spacecraft location at the time of the wave event.545

Figure 9b shows dMP versus magnetic local time (MLT) (dMP < 0 is inside the predicted546

magnetopause and dMP > 0 is outside). The foreshock, and magnetopause and magneto-547

spheric events are fairly well separated from each other. As expected from the burst mode548

selections, most of the waves are observed near the magnetopause, with most wave events549

observed for dMP < 0 (magnetospheric side), and statistically dMP tends to decrease toward550

the flanks. Figure 9d shows the histograms of dMP for magnetopause and foreshock wave551

events. For the foreshock events the median and standard deviation of dMP is 2.4 ± 0.5 RE ,552

while for the magnetopause and magnetospheric waves it is −0.6 ± 0.8 RE . However, the553

estimated dMP is closer to zero near the subsolar point. Thus most waves are found at or554

near the magnetopause. It is unclear if such large-amplitude waves develop further inside555

the magnetopause because of the lack of burst mode data there.556

For the foreshock wave events we estimate the shock-normal angle θBn from the lo-557

cal B0 and the shock-normal direction based on the bowshock model in Farris and Russell558

[1994]. The median θBn is ≈ 70◦ and approximately 90% of the foreshock wave events559

are observed for θBn > 45◦, corresponding to quasi-perpendicular shocks. This is not560

surprising since quasi-perpendicular shocks are known to produce the electron beams re-561
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Figure 9. Location of wave events at the magnetopause and in the magnetosphere (red) and at the fore-

shock (blue). (a) Wave event locations in the X–Y plane in GSM coordinates. The black line is the nominal

magnetopause based on the Shue et al. [1998] model for solar wind conditions Dp = 2 nPa and Bz = −1 nT

(GSM). (b) Estimated distance of each wave event to the predicted magnetopause dMP versus magnetic local

time (MLT). Solar wind conditions are used to estimate the magnetopause location. (c) Wave event locations

in the Y–Z plane in GSM coordinates. (d) Histograms of dMP for magnetopause and magnetospheric events

(red) and foreshock events (blue).
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quired to generate Langmuir or beam-mode waves [Fitzenreiter et al., 1990]. Thus, our562

observations are consistent with previous studies of the electron foreshock [Filbert and563

Kellogg, 1979; Etcheto and Faucheux, 1984]. However, SITL selection biases, which may564

affect the relative number of quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular shocks, and the typical565

Nyquist frequency of 32 kHz of E likely influence the statistical results.566

We find large-amplitude waves at the magnetopause and in the magnetosphere for all567

orientations of B0 in the solar wind, which could suggest that the instabilities responsible568

for the waves are not strongly influenced by solar wind conditions. We note that twice as569

many wave events are found for Bz < 0 (GSM) in the solar wind compared with Bz > 0570

(GSM) in the solar wind. This is likely the result of the selection biases of the burst mode571

intervals, which favor southward B0 in the magnetosheath, rather than the waves being572

more likely to be observed for solar wind Bz < 0, i.e., when magnetic reconnection is ex-573

pected to occur near the subsolar point. We also find that many of the waves are found on574

closed field lines, but close to the boundary layer. Therefore, we can conclude that day-575

side magnetic reconnection is probably not required for large-amplitude Langmuir and UH576

waves to develop.577

4.2.2 Electric field properties578

We now investigate the properties of the wave electric fields. To investigate the na-579

ture of the waves we define the fraction of energy density in the perpendicular electric580

field to the total electric field energy density [Malaspina et al., 2011; Graham and Cairns,581

2014]:582

FE =

∑
E⊥(t)2∑

E⊥(t)2 +
∑

E‖ (t)2
. (1)

To compute FE we high-pass filter the waveform above f pe/1.5 to remove any lower fre-583

quency waves and sum over the entire wave event. This FE can be compared with the584

predictions in Figures 1a–3a. Figure 10a shows the histogram of FE for all wave events585

(black curve). Here, the counts are normalized so the maximum value is 1. We see that586

the wave events either have FE ≈ 0 or FE ≈ 1, corresponding to Langmuir and UH waves,587

respectively. There are very few wave events with intermediate values of FE . This means588

that the wave vector k of the waves is either close to parallel or close to perpendicular to589

B0, and rarely oblique. Moreover, many of the intermediate FE events simply result from590

an FE ≈ 0 wave and an FE ≈ 1 wave observed in the same wave event at different times591
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(e.g., in Figures 6a–6g both Langmuir and UH waves are observed, and FE = 0.69). The592

histogram of FE for magnetospheric and magnetopause events (red curve) is similar to the593

histogram for all wave events, except for a smaller proportion of low FE events (Langmuir594

waves). For FE & 0.2 the black and red curves approximately overlap. Near the magne-595

topause we find that large-amplitude UH waves (FE ∼ 1) are more common than Lang-596

muir waves (FE ∼ 0). For the foreshock events (blue curve in Figure 10a) almost all waves597

have small FE , consistent with Langmuir or beam mode waves; UH waves and/or elec-598

tromagnetic Z-mode waves are unlikely to be observed at large amplitudes. These wave599

events are typically observed close to the bowshock, and the results may differ at greater600

distances from the bowshock.601

We compare our results with the histogram of FE obtained by the STEREO space-609

craft in type III source regions in the solar wind at 1 AU (data from Graham and Cairns610

[2014]). The histogram of FE differs significantly from those obtained by MMS at the611

foreshock and near the magnetopause. In particular, in type III source regions we ob-612

serve a large proportion of intermediate values of FE , which are not observed by MMS613

at the foreshock or near the magnetopause, in addition to the group of Langmuir waves614

with FE ∼ 0 similar to the foreshock. These intermediate values of FE are interpreted615

as being due to the simultaneous observation of Langmuir and low wave number Z-mode616

waves, produced either by three-wave decay of Langmuir waves to Z-mode waves [Gra-617

ham and Cairns, 2013b; Kellogg et al., 2013; Layden et al., 2013] or linear mode conver-618

sion at density perturbations [Krauss-Varban, 1989; Bale et al., 1998; Malaspina et al.,619

2011]. This interpretation is supported by the fact that intermediate FE waves are corre-620

lated with faster beam speeds vb/ve & 10 [Malaspina et al., 2011; Graham and Cairns,621

2013b; Graham and Cairns, 2014], meaning that the Langmuir waves are driven at lower622

k allowing Z-mode waves to more readily form (for the Langmuir waves in Figure 4 we623

estimate vb/ve ≈ 5). For vb/ve . 10 low FE Langmuir waves were consistently observed624

in the solar wind [Malaspina et al., 2011; Graham and Cairns, 2014]. This suggests that625

the electron beams exciting Langmuir waves at the foreshock and near the magnetopause626

are relatively slow. In the solar wind dataset almost no waves were observed with FE ≈ 1,627

suggesting that UH waves are unlikely to be generated there, similar to the electron fore-628

shock close to the bowshock.629

Figure 10b shows the histogram of the maximum electric field strength Emax for UH630

(black) and Langmuir wave events (red). Since FE is typically either close to 0 or 1, we631
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Figure 10. Statistical properties of the high-frequency waves. (a) Histograms of FE for all wave events

(black), magnetospheric and magnetopause events (red), foreshock events (blue), and Type III source region

events observed by STEREO (green). For FE & 0.2 the black and red curves approximately overlap. (b)

Histogram of the maximum electric field strength Emax for UH waves FE > 0.5 (black) and Langmuir waves

FE < 0.5 (red). (c) ( fpk − fuh )/ fuh for UH waves (black) and Langmuir waves (red). (d) Histograms of

fuh/ fce for UH waves (black) and Langmuir waves (red). (e) Histograms of fpk/ fce for UH waves. The

cyan solid and dashed lines indicate fpk = n fce and fpk = (n + 1/2) fce , respectively.
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define the wave events to be UH for FE > 0.5 and Langmuir for FE < 0.5. As expected632

the counts decreases as Emax increases for both UH and Langmuir waves. In our survey633

the Langmuir waves reach a maximum amplitude of ≈ 1Vm−1, while the UH waves reach634

a maximum amplitude of ≈ 500mVm−1. Therefore, these waves are amongst the most in-635

tense electric fields observed at the magnetopause. For Emax . 200mVm−1 UH waves are636

more likely to be observed than Langmuir waves, and are thus more common than Lang-637

muir waves overall. For Emax & 300mVm−1 more Langmuir wave events are observed638

than UH wave events.639

In Figure 10c we plot histograms of ( f pk− fuh )/ fuh for Langmuir UH waves, where640

f pk is the frequency at which the wave power peaks in each wave event. Here, fuh is641

computed from the measured ne and |B| when Emax is observed. (Using median values642

of ne and |B| over the entire wave event interval does not qualitatively change the sta-643

tistical results). For both Langmuir and UH waves the distribution of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh644

peaks around zero, indicating that the measured ne from FPI are fairly accurate. The645

spread in ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh can result from both uncertainties in ne computed from elec-646

tron moments, and the waves occurring at slightly different frequencies to fuh (or f pe).647

For instance, for electron distributions with hot and cold components UH waves can have648

frequencies slightly above and slightly below fuh (section 5). A similar distribution of649

( f pk − fuh )/ fuh can be obtained numerically for UH waves if f pk is due to UH waves650

and the Bernstein waves just above and below the UH dispersion relation (see section651

5 for details). Some of the spread is likely due to uncertainties in the measured ne (for652

very cold and dense magnetospheric electrons, ne and hence fuh can be significantly un-653

derestimated). For Langmuir wave events a wider range of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh is observed,654

which could be because these waves often have broader spectral peaks than the UH waves.655

In addition, beam-mode waves can have f pk both above and below f pe [Fuselier et al.,656

1985]. For most Langmuir wave events f pe ≈ fuh so the distribution ( f pk − f pe )/ f pe657

does not differ significantly from ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh .658

In Figure 10d we plot the histograms of fuh/ fce for UH wave events (black) and659

Langmuir wave events (red). Figure 10d shows that almost all UH waves are found for660

fuh/ fce . 22. This corresponds to the plasma conditions on the low-density side of the661

magnetopause and in the magnetosphere. For the range 3 . fuh/ fce . 22 large-amplitude662

UH waves are more likely to be observed than Langmuir or beam-mode waves. The group663

of Langmuir waves near fuh/ fce = 100, corresponding to solar wind conditions, are the664
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foreshock Langmuir waves. When the plasma is more strongly magnetized, fuh/ fce . 3,665

more Langmuir waves are observed than UH waves, although the counts are relatively low.666

These results suggest that either the development of UH waves depends on fuh/ fce , such667

that UH waves are unlikely to form for very large fuh/ fce (such as in the magnetosheath668

or solar wind), or the instabilities at the magnetopause are different from those at the fore-669

shock and in the solar wind, i.e., the unstable electron distributions responsible for UH670

waves rarely develop in the magnetosheath or solar wind.671

In Figure 10e we plot the histogram of the ratio f pk/ fce for the UH wave events.672

Overplotted are f pk = n fce and f pk = (n + 1/2) fce , indicated by the cyan solid and673

dashed lines, respectively. The histogram of f pk/ fce has distinct peaks for f pk between674

n fce and (n + 1/2) fce . This is most evident for f pk . 10 fce , where the histogram of f pk675

has minima at n fce and (n + 1/2) fce . In contrast, the histograms of f pk/ fce for Lang-676

muir waves and fuh/ fce show no such minima (not shown). This shows that the wave677

frequencies are determined by fce and often do not exactly peak at fuh (accounting for678

some of the spread in Figure 10c). This behavior is seen in Figures 7g–7i, where the wave679

frequencies discretely change by fce rather than follow fuh ≈ f pe across the density gra-680

dient. The discretized nature of the histogram of f pk/ fce suggests that kinetic behavior of681

the waves is crucial for understanding the wave properties.682

Our interpretation of this behavior is the following: Most of the UH wave events683

are observed near the magnetopause, where the electron distributions typically consis-684

tent of hot and cold components, which modifies the dispersion relations of the UH and685

Bernstein waves. If we assume that f pk corresponds to frequencies along the dispersion686

relation where the group speed is vg ≈ 0, so that the UH waves can locally grow to large687

amplitudes, we then find that f pk of UH waves generally lies between (n + 1/2) fce and688

(n + 1) fce . The peaks in the histogram for n fce < f pk < (n + 1/2) fce can develop for689

UH waves and the electron Bernstein waves just above fuh . In addition, cyclotron damp-690

ing is expected to damp UH waves with f pk = n fce . In section 5 we show that a similar691

histogram of f pk/ fce can be obtained for electron distributions with hot and cold compo-692

nents. This suggests that the observed histogram can be explained by linear theory, mean-693

ing nonlinear effects may not be required to explain the observed histogram. Since hot694

and cold electron components are required, the associated changes in the linear dispersion695

relation of UH and Bernstein waves are important for investigating these waves near the696

magnetopause.697
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4.2.3 Electromagnetic properties698

We now investigate the electromagnetic properties of the waves at the magnetopause699

and in the magnetosphere. We find that some of the wave events have B large enough700

above the SCM noise floor to calculate FB . In our dataset approximately 20% of the wave701

events are observed at frequencies resolvable by SCM ( f pk and f pe below 8 kHz). Of702

these we find that 185 have B sufficiently high above the SCM noise floor to estimate FB703

and c|B|/|E|. All these events are observed on the low-density side of the magnetopause704

or in the magnetosphere. We note that far more noise is found in SCM data on MMS3705

than on the other MMS spacecraft. As a result very few SCM waveforms can be ana-706

lyzed on MMS3, reducing our sample size. We define the fraction of perpendicular to707

total magnetic field energy to be708

FB =

∑
B⊥(t)2∑

B⊥(t)2 +
∑

B‖ (t)2
. (2)

For FB the magnetic fields are typically small compared with the noise level so we per-709

form narrow bandpass filtering around the wave frequency and only consider times when710

B is above the signal noise level to compute FB .711

Figure 11a shows the scatterplot of FE versus FB . Most wave events have FE ∼ 1712

and FB is typically small, with values centered around 0.2. This is consistent with UH713

waves with k⊥ � k ‖ (Figure 1). Thus, these waves cannot be L, R, or O mode waves.714

The waves are also unlikely to be the upper X mode because the electric fields are large715

amplitude and fluctuate significantly in space or time. We note the values of FB can be716

increased somewhat due to the SCM noise floor, thus the actual values of FB could be717

smaller than those found in the data. We find 5 events with FE ∼ 0 and FB ∼ 1, consis-718

tent with Langmuir waves with k⊥ � k ‖ . Therefore, the observed FB are consistent with719

predictions for UH and Langmuir waves.720

Figure 11b shows the scatterplot of c|B|/|E| versus f pk/ fce . The yellow line shows724

the maximum predicted c|B|/|E| for k perpendicular to B0 versus f / fce for compari-725

son. All observed c|B|/|E| are below the maximum predicted c|B|/|E|, suggesting that726

the observed waves have larger k than the left-hand polarized Z mode (Figure 1c). We727

find that c|B|/|E| is typically ∼ 0.05, which are relatively large values. In some cases728

c|B|/|E| > 0.1, corresponding to a significant electromagnetic component. We do not see729

any clear dependence of c |B|/|E| on f pk/ fce , unlike the predicted maximum of c|B|/|E|730

at low k, which decreases as f / fce increases. For UH waves the values of c|B|/|E| cor-731
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Figure 11. Electromagnetic properties of UH waves (black) and Langmuir waves (red) when B fluctuations

are observed. (a) FB versus FE . (b) c|B|/|E| versus fpk/ fce . The yellow line is the maximum predicted

c|B|/|E| versus f for k perpendicular to B0 and the cyan lines indicate fpk = n fce .

721

722

723

respond to the range of k⊥ where the frequency peaks and vg ≈ 0 (Figure 1c). The fact732

that most of the UH waves with f pk < 8 kHz do not have B above the noise floor suggests733

that (1) the amplitude of E is often too small to produce B above the SCM noise floor for734

a given value of c|B|/|E|, and/or (2) the values of c|B|/|E| are often lower than the ob-735

served values. Therefore, the values of c|B|/|E| in Figure 11b likely represent the most736

electromagnetic UH waves that can be observed in our dataset. In summary, the observed737

electromagnetic properties of the waves are consistent with predictions for waves on the738

Langmuir/UH wave dispersion surface.739

5 Discussion740

We now try to reproduce the observed histogram of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh and the de-741

pendence of f pk on fce numerically using linear kinetic theory. We assume that f pk of742

UH waves, namely the frequency at which the power peaks, occurs at frequencies where743

vg ≈ 0 [Christiansen et al., 1978]. In this paper we have investigated large-amplitude UH744

waves (> 20mVm−1), so we expect vg to be small where the powers peak so the waves745

can locally grow to large amplitudes without their energy dispersing too rapidly. We note746

that the histogram of f pk/ fce (Figure 10e) is accumulated over months of data near and747

at the magnetopause, so the electrons distributions can differ significantly between wave748

events, although electron distributions with distinct temperatures are a recurring feature.749
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Therefore, the dependence of f pk on fce should not depend strongly on the electron dis-750

tribution properties, specifically the density and temperatures ratios of the hot and cold751

electrons neh/nec and Teh/Tec , and possibly the precise nature of the instability exciting752

the UH waves.753

We reconstruct the histograms of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh and f pk/ fce numerically by754

assuming that f pk occurs at frequencies where vg = 0 in the linear dispersion relation.755

We solve the linear dispersion equation along k⊥ to obtain the UH dispersion relation756

using WHAMP for the measured ne and B0 of each UH wave event (FE > 0.5) with757

fuh/ fce < 20 (i.e., all the wave events used to compute the histogram in Figure 10e).758

This corresponds to approximately 5000 wave events. We consider two cases in detail:759

(1) A single Maxwellian using the measured values of ne , Te , and B0 for each wave760

event (termed case 1).761

(2) Two Maxwellian electron distributions: a hot and cold Maxwellian with parame-762

ters Teh = 2 keV, Tec = 100 eV, neh = 0.05ne , and neh = 0.95ne , but using the measured763

ne and B0 for each wave event (termed case 2).764

The histograms of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh and f pk/ fce are computed using all frequencies765

on the linear dispersion relation along k⊥ where vg = 0, i.e., where there is a local max-766

imum or minimum in f . This means for case 1 we find one f pk for each UH dispersion767

relation, while for case 2 we often find three values of f pk for each dispersion relation,768

due to the effect of the two distinct temperatures on the linear dispersion relation (see also769

Appendix A: ). This results in many more counts for case 2 than case 1. For case 2 we770

also compute f pk for the nearest Bernstein wave above the UH dispersion relation (upper771

Bernstein wave) and the nearest Bernstein wave below the UH dispersion relation (lower772

Bernstein wave) using the same method.773

Figure 12a shows the dispersion relations using case 2 electron parameters for values786

of fuh between 5 fce and fuh = 5.8 fce . The circles indicate points where vg = 0. The787

solutions are found starting from the Z-mode cutoff at low k⊥ and the dispersion relation788

is followed to large k⊥. For fuh = 5 fce (blue curve) the UH mode peaks near fuh but789

does not cross fuh . However, for the remaining dispersion relations with fuh > 5 fce790

the UH modes cross fuh as the mode transitions from the Z mode to the UH mode. For791

fuh just above 5 fce the UH mode spans a broad range of f for k⊥ just larger than the Z-792
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Figure 12. Histograms of fpk/ fce estimated from the UH dispersion relations where group velocity is

zero. (a) Linear dispersion relations of UH waves for fuh = 5 fce (blue), 5.2 fce (red), 5.4 fce (yellow),

5.6 fce (purple), and 5.8 fce (green). The colored dashed lines indicate fuh for the corresponding dispersion

relations and the circles indicate the points of zero group velocity. We use B0 = 50 nT and nec = 0.95ne ,

neh = 0.05ne , Tec = 100 eV, and Teh = 2 keV. (b) Histograms of ( fpk − fuh )/ fuh for the observed UH

waves (black), case 1 UH waves (green), case 2 UH waves (blue), case 2 upper Bernstein waves (red), and

case 2 lower Bernstein waves (yellow). The purple curve is the histogram of all case 2 UH and Bernstein

waves. (c) Histogram of fpk/ fce for the observed UH waves (FE > 0.5) [reproduced from Figure 10e]. (d)

Histogram of fpk/ fce for case 1 UH waves (green) and case 2 UH waves (blue). (e) Histograms of fpk/ fce

for case 2 upper Bernstein waves (red) and lower Bernstein waves (yellow). (f) Histogram of fpk/ fce for all

case 2 UH and Bernstein waves (purple). The cyan solid and dashed lines in (c)–(f) indicate fpk = n fce and

fpk = (n + 1/2) fce , respectively.
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mode, while for fuh = 5 fce and just below 6 fce the UH modes have a relatively narrow793

range of f . Overall, the UH dispersion relation depends strongly on fuh/ fce . In general,794

the UH waves have two local maxima and one local minimum in f ; in some cases (e.g.,795

fuh = 5.2 fce in Figure 12a) only one local maximum is observed for these neh/nec and796

Teh/Tec .797

We now use the numerical values of f pk to determine whether they can account for798

the histogram of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh for the observed UH waves in Figure 10c (replotted in799

Figure 12b as the black curve). In Figure 12b we plot the histograms of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh800

for case 1 UH waves (green), case 2 UH waves (blue), case 2 upper Bernstein waves (red),801

case 2 lower Bernstein waves (yellow), and all case 2 UH and Bernstein waves (purple).802

The maximum counts of each histogram have been normalized to 1, so the spreads in803

( f pk − fuh )/ fuh for each histogram can be compared. The observed ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh804

peaks near zero, and comparable numbers of positive and negative ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh are805

found. For case 1 UH waves ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh is typically larger than the observed values,806

and ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh is typically positive. Thus, the prediction from a single Maxwellian807

distribution is inconsistent with observations.808

For case 2 UH waves the histogram of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh is in much better agree-809

ment with observations. The histogram peaks for f pk just above fuh , with most values of810

( f pk − fuh )/ fuh being greater than zero, although a significant number of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh811

have negative values. The histograms of the upper and lower Bernstein waves naturally812

have ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh > 0 and ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh < 0, respectively. The histogram of813

all case 2 UH and Bernstein waves agrees well with observations, with similar spreads814

in ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh . Additional spread in the observed histogram of ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh815

will develop due to uncertainties in the measured ne . Overall, the observed histogram816

( f pk − fuh )/ fuh is consistent with the UH waves and some Bernstein waves for a plasma817

with hot and cold components.818

We now compare the numerical histograms of f pk/ fce with the observed histogram819

(replotted in Figure 12c). In Figure 12d we plot the histograms of f pk/ fce for cases 1820

(green curve) and case 2 (blue curve) UH waves. For case 1 the histogram of f pk/ fce has821

a range of values for f pk between (n + 1/2) fce and (n + 1) fce for small f pk/ fce , while822

for larger f pk/ fce we find that f pk always has values just below n fce in a narrow fre-823

quency range. Such a histogram is inconsistent with the observed histogram of f pk/ fce824
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in Figure 12c. The histogram of f pk/ fce for case 2 UH waves provides better agree-825

ment with observations. For low f pk/ fce we find that the counts peak for f pk between826

(n + 1/2) fce and (n + 1) fce . For f pk/ fce . 10 these peaks look quite similar to obser-827

vations. For larger f pk/ fce we start to see a secondary peak in the counts for f pk near828

and sometimes just below (n + 1/2) fce . These results show that the UH dispersion rela-829

tions predicted from a single Maxwellian electron distribution cannot model the observed830

histogram. The two-component electron distribution provides much better agreement with831

observations. Thus, the modification in the UH dispersion relation due to non-Maxwellian832

electron distributions, specifically a plasma with hot and cold electron components, is cru-833

cial for explaining the observed histogram of f pk/ fce . The lack of clear peaks for f pk834

between n fce and (n + 1/2) fce may suggest that UH waves alone cannot explain the ob-835

served histogram.836

We propose that the peaks in counts for f pk between n fce and (n + 1/2) fce can837

develop when the Bernstein waves just above and below the UH dispersion relation (in838

particular the upper Bernstein waves) are included. In Figure 12e we plot the histograms839

of f pk/ fce for the upper (red curve) and lower Bernstein waves (yellow curve). The lower840

Bernstein waves yield peaks in the counts of f pk just below n fce , similar to the UH waves.841

In contrast, the upper Bernstein waves produce can produce peak counts for f pk between842

n fce and (n + 1/2) fce , as well as for f pk between (n + 1/2) fce and (n + 1) fce . Thus,843

the peaks in the counts for f pk just above n fce can be accounted for if the upper Bern-844

stein waves reach amplitudes larger than the UH waves in some cases (Appendix B: ).845

The histogram of f pk/ fce for both UH and Bernstein waves (Figure 12f) shows peaks846

in the counts of f pk/ fce developing for f pk between both n fce and (n + 1/2) fce and847

(n + 1/2) fce and (n + 1) fce , consistent with observations. We note that for f pk/ fce < 5848

we are unable to reproduce the peaks for f pk between n fce and (n + 1/2) fce . There are849

several possible reasons for this: (1) These f pk/ fce correspond to very low density so850

ne measured by FPI, and hence fuh , becomes more uncertain. (2) When the density is851

very low the parameters used may not be appropriate; in particular, the plasma may be852

dominated by hot electrons, rather than cold electrons, thus modifying the predicted linear853

dispersion relations. This requires further investigation. Nevertheless, by using an elec-854

tron distribution consisting of hot and cold electron distributions and including the upper855

and lower Bernstein waves we are able to reproduce many of the features of the observed856

histogram of f pk/ fce .857
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These results suggest: (1) The modification in the dispersion relation due to not-858

Maxwellian electron distribution is important when investigating UH and Bernstein waves859

near the magnetopause. In particular, distinct temperature components need to be taken860

into account. (2) The most intense waves near fuh are not necessarily UH waves, but861

could be one of the Bernstein modes near fuh . (3) The observed histogram of f pk/ fce862

can be explained by linear theory. Nonlinear processes do not necessarily need to be in-863

voked to explain the observations. This suggests that the wave amplitude is not crucial,864

and that such behavior should be found for lower-amplitude UH and Bernstein waves near865

fuh .866

In summary, the observed histograms of f pk/ fce and ( f pk − fuh )/ fuh can be ex-867

plained by linear theory for electron distributions with hot and cold components. In partic-868

ular, these histograms can be well modeled when UH waves and Bernstein waves near869

fuh are considered. We therefore expect to see evidence of both UH waves and Bern-870

stein waves near fuh with large amplitudes. Appendix B: presents two examples of large-871

amplitude UH waves and one of the Bernstein waves near fuh , showing that Bernstein872

waves can also grow to very large amplitudes. We are unable to reproduce the statisti-873

cal results using a single Maxwellian distribution, thus emphasizing the importance of874

these multi-component electron distributions in determining the dispersion properties of875

the waves.876

We can also compare the observed c|B|/|E| in Figure 11b with numerical predic-877

tions using method above. Using WHAMP we calculate c|B|/|E| and the associated fre-878

quency where vg = 0. As input we use the local plasma conditions for all UH wave879

events, which satisfy f pk < 8 kHz and f pe < 8 kHz. We consider cases 1 (single electron880

Maxwellian) and 2 (two electron Maxwellians with fixed temperatures), as defined above.881

Figure 13 shows the observed c|B|/|E| versus f pk/ fce and the numerical predictions for882

c|B|/|E| at the points where vg = 0. The maximum predicted c|B|/|E| for k perpendicular883

to B0 is also overplotted (yellow curves).884

Figures 13a and 13b show scatterplots of c|B|/|E| and f pk/ fce for the results of885

cases 1 and 2, respectively. The yellow lines indicate the maximum c |B|/|E|, which de-886

creases as f / fce increases. These values of c|B|/|E| occur at low k⊥, where the wave887

is Z-mode-like (Figure 1c) and is well approximated by magnetoionic theory. Thus, they888

are approximately independent of Te and unaffected by the hot electron component used889
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for Figure 13b. The values of c|B|/|E| where vg = 0 (red points) agree very well with890

observations for both cases 1 and 2. In this case the values of c |B|/|E| are affected by891

Te because the values of k⊥ where vg = 0 depend on Te as well as fuh/ fce . This can892

be seen by the spread in these points in Figure 13a compared with Figure 13b, where893

the electron temperatures are fixed. For both cases 1 and 2 the value of c|B|/|E| where894

vg = 0, depends strongly on fuh/ fce , and hence f pk/ fce . In particular, as f pk (and fuh)895

approaches fce the values of c |B|/|E| increase and can approach the maximum c|B|/|E|896

(most evident in Figure 13b). However, for f pk ≈ n fce cyclotron damping should be897

strong, so these points are unlikely to be observed. Most values of c|B|/|E| are below 0.1,898

consistent with observations.899

In Figures 13c and 13d we plot the values of c|B|/|E| versus f pk for the Bernstein905

waves just below and above the UH waves, respectively. For both Bernstein waves the pre-906

dicted c|B|/|E| are smaller than for the UH waves. For the upper Bernstein waves the pre-907

dicted c|B|/|E| are consistently smaller than observations. For the lower Bernstein waves908

c|B|/|E| can reach observable values in rare cases. This suggests that when c|B|/|E| can909

be seen by MMS the waves are likely UH rather than Bernstein. In brief, the observed910

values of c|B|/|E| are consistent with predictions from linear kinetic theory. The measured911

values of c|B|/|E| agree with values of c|B|/|E| obtained at k⊥ where vg = 0, consistent912

with the results in Figure 12.913

Given the very large amplitude of some of the waves, in particular the Langmuir914

waves, one might expect that strong turbulence processes may occur. However, despite915

the very-large amplitude of the most intense waves there is no clear evidence of wave916

packet collapse or strong turbulence processes, such as modulational instabilities [Za-917

kharov, 1972]. For instance, in the limit of Ti → 0, the threshold for wave packet collapse918

of Langmuir waves is Θ = Wmax(l/λD )2 & 90 [Graham et al., 2012], where Wmax =919

ε0E2
max/4nekBTe is the normalized energy density and l is the characteristic length scale920

of the wave packet, assumed to have the electric field profile given by Eenv ≈ E0 exp (−r2/2l2).921

The collapse threshold increases significantly with Ti/Te . As an example we investigate in922

detail the waveforms in Figure 4 observed by MMS3, which have the largest amplitude923

E observed in our dataset. By assuming an approximately Gaussian profile of Eenv =924

E0 exp (−r2/2l2), we estimate that l ≈ 20 λD for the waveforms in Figures 4b and 4c. We925

then obtain Θ ≈ 20 and 30 for these waveforms, where Wmax ≈ 7 × 10−2 for both cases.926

These values of Wmax are extremely large, but l is quite small. Therefore, although the927
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Figure 13. Comparison of observed and predicted c|B|/|E| versus fpk/ fce for UH waves. (a) c|B|/|E|

for case 1 UH waves. (b) c|B|/|E| for case 2 UH waves. (c) c|B|/|E| for case 2 lower Bernstein waves. (d)

c|B|/|E| for case 2 upper Bernstein waves. The black points are the observations, the red points are c|B|/|E|

and f / fce where vg = 0. The cyan lines indicate fpk = n fce . The yellow lines are the maximum predicted

c|B|/|E| of UH waves versus f / fce for k perpendicular to B0.
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waveforms are very large amplitude and are highly localized, the waves are inconsistent928

with wave packet collapse and strong turbulence. Since these waves have the largest am-929

plitude E and Wmax observed in our dataset, the other wave events are also unlikely to be930

undergoing wave packet collapse unless l is quite large. Since these very large amplitude931

waves are rare, it is unlikely that strong turbulence processes play any significant role at932

Earth’s magnetopause.933

In this paper we have found that large-amplitude UH and Langmuir waves are com-934

monly observed near Earth’s magnetopause, and investigated the properties of these waves.935

The results in this paper raise a number of questions, which require further investigation.936

These include:937

(1) Are the observed Langmuir and upper hybrid waves a viable source of radio938

emission at the magnetopause? Langmuir waves can produce radio waves via linear mode939

conversion to Z-mode waves and subsequently to O or X mode waves [Kim et al., 2007],940

or nonlinear three-wave processes, such as electromagnetic decay [Cairns, 1987], and elec-941

trostatic decay and coalescence [Cairns and Melrose, 1985]. Similarly, the UH waves can942

undergo linear mode conversion [Oya, 1971; Budden and Jones, 1987] and three-wave pro-943

cesses [Melrose, 1981]. The waveforms are observed near or at the magnetopause, where944

there are gradients in ne and |B|, making linear mode conversion a possible source of ra-945

dio emission. Previous observations and theoretical studies suggest that the magnetopause946

may be a source of nonthermal continuum radiation in the magnetosphere [Kurth et al.,947

1981; Jones, 1987; Schleyer et al., 2014].948

(2) What instabilities are responsible for the observed waves? How do the unsta-949

ble electron distributions develop, and therefore under what magnetospheric conditions950

do the waves develop? Based on observations the source of the Langmuir waves is the951

usual bump-on-tail instability. The UH waves are often observed in plasmas with distinct952

hot and cold electron populations, with perpendicular temperature anisotropy observed for953

the hot population with energies E ∼ 1 keV (see Appendix B: for examples). This sug-954

gests that temperature anisotropy, ring distributions, or weak loss cones of the hot mag-955

netospheric electrons are possible sources of instability. Such distributions can also be956

unstable to whistler waves, which would account for why whistlers are often observed si-957

multaneously with UH and Bernstein waves (e.g., Figure 7).958
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(3) What role does magnetic reconnection play in the generation of the observed959

waves? Magnetopause reconnection is known to produce electron beams and loss-cone960

distributions so nearby reconnection could account for the generation of both Langmuir961

and UH waves. However, many wave events are observed on closed field lines, suggesting962

that magnetic reconnection is often not playing a direct role in many cases.963

(4) Do the observed waves contribute to electron heating or cross-field electron dif-964

fusion? And is there a correlation between these waves and enhanced superthermal elec-965

tron fluxes seen near the magnetopause? A correlation between enhanced energetic elec-966

tron fluxes and whistler waves has been noted near the magnetopause [Jaynes et al., 2016];967

such a correlation could also exist for UH and Langmuir waves (which are often colocated968

with whistler waves).969

(5) What role do cold electrons play in determining wave properties and possible in-970

stabilities? Cold electron distributions are known to determine which Bernstein modes can971

be excited and their relative amplitudes [Ashour-Abdalla and Kennel, 1978], so the proper-972

ties of the cold electron population could determine which Bernstein waves are observed973

near the magnetopause.974

(6) In most cases harmonic signals are found in the E data, when harmonic frequen-975

cies can be resolved. Harmonic fields are found for both Langmuir and UH waves. These976

harmonic fields may be instrumental in nature; however, various physical processes are977

known to produce harmonic electric fields, such as nonlinear currents [Malaspina et al.,978

2013], sheath rectification [Boehm et al., 1994; Graham et al., 2014], weak turbulence979

quasi-modes [Yoon et al., 2003], and electron trapping [Kellogg et al., 2010]. Therefore,980

it is important to determine whether the harmonic fields are physical, and if so, which981

processes are responsible.982

Finally, this study can be extended to including plasma frequency waves observed983

at the night-side magnetopause and in the magnetotail. The low values of f pe in these984

regions may enable more detailed investigation of the electromagnetic properties of these985

waves. We plan to investigate this in future studies.986

6 Conclusions987

In this paper we have presented an overview of waves at the electron plasma fre-988

quency observed by MMS at and near Earth’s magnetopause.989
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The key results of this paper are:990

(1) Large-amplitude waves with frequency f ≈ f pe or fuh are frequently observed991

near Earth’s magnetopause, and account for some of the largest observed electric fields at992

the magnetopause. The waves are observed at all regions of the magnetopause covered by993

MMS’s orbit, including the dawn and dusk flanks and the subsolar magnetopause.994

(2) The waves are generally consistent with either perpendicular propagating upper995

hybrid waves, and field-aligned Langmuir or beam-mode waves. The waves have either996

k ‖ � k⊥ or k⊥ � k ‖ ; very few waveforms are consistent with oblique k. In addition,997

we often observe electron Bernstein waves below and above the local electron plasma fre-998

quency.999

(3) For magnetospheric conditions large-amplitude upper hybrid waves are more1000

likely to be found than Langmuir or beam-mode waves. For weakly magnetized plasmas,1001

fuh/ fce & 30, upper hybrid waves are unlikely to be seen.1002

(4) The upper hybrid waves tend to avoid the frequencies n fce and (n+1/2) fce , and1003

as a result often do not have frequencies equal to fuh . This is, in part, due to the modifi-1004

cation in the linear dispersion relation of upper hybrid and Bernstein waves due to multi-1005

component magnetospheric electron distributions, which typically have distinct hot and1006

cold electron components. The large amplitude waves have frequencies consistent with1007

zero group velocity points on the dispersion surface.1008

(5) In some cases the magnetic field fluctuations associated with UH and Lang-1009

muir waves are resolved. For UH waves the magnetic field fluctuations are parallel to the1010

background magnetic field. The electromagnetic component of the UH waves can become1011

large, with c|B|/|E| reaching values of ∼ 0.1. The observed values of c|B|/|E| are consis-1012

tent with predictions for UH waves and are too small to be associated with the low wave1013

number Z-mode wave. In rare cases a right-hand polarized magnetic field is observed with1014

Langmuir waves, indicating that Langmuir waves can have a weak electromagnetic compo-1015

nent. The electromagnetic properties of both UH and Langmuir waves are consistent with1016

predictions from linear kinetic theory.1017
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A: Upper hybrid wave properties for a two component electron distribution1024

In the magnetosphere and at the magnetopause the electron distributions are not well1025

modeled as a single Maxwellian. In particular, the observed electron distributions typically1026

have distinct hot and cold components, which modifies the dispersion relation of the UH1027

waves (and nearby Bernstein waves). As an example, Figure A.1 shows the UH/Langmuir1028

dispersion surface for total density ne = 0.5 cm−3 and B0 = 50 nT (the same conditions1029

as Figure 1), with a hot and cold electron distribution. For the cold population we use1030

nec = 0.95ne and Tec = 100 eV and for the hot population we use nec = 0.05ne and1031

Tec = 2 keV.1032

The most significant change to the UH dispersion relation (k⊥ � k ‖) is that there1038

are two local peaks in frequency (and a minimum between them). Therefore, there are1039

now three points along k⊥, excluding k = 0, where vg = 0 for UH waves, instead of one1040

for a single Maxwellian. The Langmuir waves are similarly distorted by the two electron1041

temperatures. However, the other properties of the dispersion surface remain similar to1042

Figure 1. In particular, FE and FB are essentially unchanged. Minor changes to the wave1043

properties include:1044

(1) S‖/S becomes 1 in the regions between the two frequency peaks of the UH1045

waves. Note that in Figure 8 S | |/S ∼ 0, which might suggest that the waves have k⊥ near1046

or below the first maximum in f . For the peak in f at larger k⊥, c|B|/|E| is small, so B1047

may not be observed above the SCM noise floor, and thus the S | |/S may not be measur-1048

able at these larger values of k⊥.1049

(2) The ellipticity of B becomes left-hand for k⊥ between the two peaks in f . How-1050

ever, this occurs for near-zero FB , corresponding to B‖ � B⊥. Therefore, such changes in1051

the polarization of B are unlikely to be observed by SCM.1052
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Figure A.1. Langmuir/Z-mode and upper hybrid dispersion surface. (a) FE . (b) FB . (c) c|B|/|E|. (d)

S‖/S. (e) Ellipticity of E. (f) Ellipticity of B. The dispersion surface is computed from hot and cold electron

Maxwellian distributions with total density ne = 0.5 cm−3 and B0 = 50 nT. For the cold population we use

nec = 0.95ne and Tec = 100 eV and for the hot population we use nec = 0.05ne and Tec = 2 keV. The wave

numbers are normalized to the Debye length λD of the cold electron component.

1033

1034

1035

1036

1037

(3) Although c|B|/|E| is essentially unchanged as a function of k, the values of k1053

where vg = 0 differs. Thus, assuming the observed waves have vg ≈ 0 the predicted1054

c|B|/|E| will differ from the single Maxwellian prediction, and depend on the electron1055

temperatures.1056

Overall, these changes in the electromagnetic properties of UH waves when a two-1057

component electron distribution is used instead of a single Maxwellian are very minor.1058

B: Upper hybrid and Bernstein waves near the upper hybrid frequency1059

For many wave events we observe large-amplitude UH waves and one of the Bern-1060

stein waves near fuh . In these cases it can be difficult to determine which wave is the1061

UH wave and which is the Bernstein wave, since the Bernstein wave can have an ampli-1062

tude comparable to or larger than the UH wave. We investigate two wave events with UH1063

and one of the Bernstein waves near fuh and show that they have frequencies satisfying1064

vg ≈ 0.1065
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As the first example we show in more detail the wave event from Figures 7d–7f ob-1066

served by MMS1 on 2015 December 22. For this event fuh ≈ 8 fce . Figure B.1a shows1067

the waveform E in field-aligned coordinates over a short time interval. The waveform1068

shows clear periodic beating due to two waves with distinct frequencies and similar ampli-1069

tudes. The two spectral peaks associated with these waves are clearly seen in Figure B.1b.1070

The spectral peaks lie just above and below 8 fce , and away from 7.5 fce and 8.5 fce . The1071

frequency difference between the peaks is ∆ f = 460Hz or ∆ f / fce = 0.28. The power is1072

approximately minimal at 8 fce .1073

Figure B.1. UH waves observed by MMS1 on 2015 December 22. (a) E in field-aligned coordinates. (b)

Power spectrum of E in field-aligned coordinates near 8 fce (magenta dashed line). The green dashed lines

indicate 7.5 fce and 8.5 fce . (c) Electron distribution at pitch angles θ = 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦ when the waves

are observed (circles) and a three bi-Maxwellian fit to the distribution (solid lines). (d) Dispersion relations of

the UH wave (black line) and electron Bernstein waves (red lines) predicted from the fitted electron distribu-

tion in (c). The cyan dashed lines indicate n fe and the magenta dashed line indicates fuh = 8 fce . The circles

indicate points where vg = 0.

1074

1075

1076

1077

1078

1079

1080
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Figure B.1c shows the electron distribution at pitch angles θ = 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦ at1081

the time the UH waves are observed (to obtain the electron distribution we have averaged1082

0.2 s of data). Distinct hot and cold electron components are observed. The distribution is1083

characterized by a parallel temperature anisotropy, T‖ > T⊥, for energies E . 1 keV and a1084

perpendicular temperature anisotropy, T‖ < T⊥, for E & 1 keV. Overplotted in Figure B.1c1085

is our fit to the data using three bi-Maxwellian electron distributions. We have adjusted1086

the densities to ensure that fuh = 8 fce . Overall, we are able to well model all the features1087

of the observed distribution.1088

We now use this fitted distribution and the local B0 = 59 nT to compute the linear1089

dispersion relations of the UH wave and the electron Bernstein waves near fuh . The dis-1090

persion relations are shown in Figure B.1d along k⊥. The UH dispersion relation starts at1091

the Z-mode cutoff and peaks in frequency just below fuh = 8 fce , i.e., it does not cross1092

the UH resonance. For the UH mode there are 5 points with vg = 0, due to the three1093

bi-Maxwellian electron distributions used to compute the dispersion relation. Aside from1094

the point with f ≈ fuh , these points correspond to 7.7 fce < f < 7.9 fce , consistent1095

with the lower observed spectral peak. The Bernstein mode between 8 fce and 9 fce ap-1096

proaches the UH mode, where the frequency of the UH mode peaks. For this Bernstein1097

wave we observe three points where vg = 0. The two points at lower k⊥ correspond to1098

f ≈ 8.2 fce , consistent with the upper observed spectral peak. Similar variations in f are1099

observed for the other Bernstein dispersion relations just above and below the UH mode,1100

due to the non-Maxwellian electron distribution, although these fluctuations are less pro-1101

nounced or are not observed far from fuh . Based on these dispersion relations the spec-1102

tral peak observed just above 8 fce in Figure B.1b corresponds to the Bernstein wave and1103

the spectral peak just below 8 fce is the UH wave. If we assume that the observed waves1104

have comparable k⊥, Figure B.1d suggests that the waves would need to have relatively1105

small k⊥ to account for the observed frequency difference, i.e., k⊥ ∼ 2 × 10−3 m−1, or1106

wavelength λ⊥ ∼ 3 km. From this event, we conclude that both the UH wave and Bern-1107

stein waves near fuh can reach large amplitudes. Finally, we note that if fuh is slightly1108

increased above 8 fce the UH mode would cross fuh and have a dispersion relation similar1109

to the Bernstein mode just above 8 fce , while the UH mode shown in Figure B.1d would1110

become the Bernstein wave just below fuh . This is also a valid interpretation, but does1111

not significantly modify the preceding discussion.1112
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Figure B.2. UH waves observed by MMS2 on 2017 February 06, presented in the same format as Figure

B.1. In (b) the green dashed lines indicate 4.5 fce and 5.5 fce , the cyan dashed line indicates 5 fce , and the

magenta line indicates fuh . In (d) the cyan dashed lines indicate n fe and the magenta dashed line indicates

fuh .

1113

1114

1115

1116
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As the second example, Figure B.2 shows a similar waveform for a slightly more1117

strongly magnetized plasma. For this event fuh is just below 5 fce . Like the previous ex-1118

ample, periodic beating in the waveform and two distinct spectral peaks are observed (Fig-1119

ures B.2a and B.2b). The two spectral peaks occur above and below fuh and 5 fce and1120

are separated by ∆ f = 720Hz or ∆ f / fce = 0.45. Thus, neither wave has peak power at1121

fuh . In this case the largest power is found for the spectral peak below fuh . The observed1122

electron distribution and fit using three bi-Maxwellians are shown in Figure B.2c. Distinct1123

hot and cold electron components are observed. At low energies there is a strong parallel1124

temperature anisotropy, while at high energies (E & 3 keV) there is a perpendicular tem-1125

perature anisotropy. Thus, the distribution is similar to the one observed in Figure B.1c.1126

The predicted dispersion relations of the UH and Bernstein waves, shown in Figure B.2d,1127

are similar to those found in Figure B.1d. The UH wave, beginning at the Z-mode cutoff,1128

has a maximum frequency at f ≈ fuh , although UH waves are not observed at this fre-1129

quency. Based on the observed power spectrum the lower spectral peak likely corresponds1130

to the small local maximum and minimum near k⊥ ∼ 1.5 × 10−3 m−1 of the UH disper-1131

sion relation, where vg ≈ 0, and the frequency is below fuh but above 4.5 fce . Similarly,1132

the upper spectral peak likely corresponds to the Bernstein mode between 5 fce and 6 fce ,1133

where there is a local maximum and minimum in f at similar k⊥ to the UH waves. Based1134

on the dispersion relation of the upper Bernstein wave f is between 5 fce and 5.5 fce , con-1135

sistent with observations. The predicted ∆ f / fce = 0.5 between the UH mode and the up-1136

per Bernstein mode is in good agreement with the observed ∆ f / fce = 0.45. Thus, based1137

on the linear dispersion relations k⊥ ∼ 1.5 × 10−3 m−1 or λ⊥ ∼ 4 km.1138

These two examples show that f pk can occur both above and below fuh and large-1139

amplitude electron Bernstein waves can develop near fuh . Therefore, in some cases the1140

observed values of f pk likely correspond to one of the Bernstein waves near fuh rather1141

than the UH wave. In both examples the hot electrons have sufficiently high density to1142

modify the dispersion relation of the UH waves and the Bernstein waves near fuh , such1143

that there are multiple points with vg = 0. The observed wave frequencies are consistent1144

with points on the dispersion relation where vg = 0. These examples show that in obser-1145

vations if is often quite difficult to distinguish between the UH mode and the Bernstein1146

modes near fuh . Using the observed frequency differences it is possible to estimate k⊥1147

of the waves. For the estimated values of k⊥ the effects of Doppler shift on the observed1148

wave frequencies are negligible.1149
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